
January 20, 2013 

 
Bill Uhr, President 
MAX Energy Systems 
6705 Valley Brook Drive 
Falls Church, VA 22042 
 
Dear Bill, 
 
What a wonderful experience it has been working with you and your team at MAX Energy Systems during the 
recent installation of our generator!  We appreciated your expertise in helping us decide the appropriate size 
generator for our home, the various options you provided including placement, laying out a detailed timeline, 
and explaining the various phases of the entire project.  Ultimately we chose a 22 Kw Liquid Cooled generator 
that would provide full power to our 11-room, 3,200 square foot home. 
 
After receiving the estimate and finalizing details with you, we signed the contract. That was all we had to do 
because you managed everything from that point forward!  You were the best general contractor we have ever 
had.  You handled the order of the generator, the transfer switches, all the permits, the laying of the concrete 
pad, installation of all components, and all the necessary visits from the County and the Gas Company.  We felt 
very confident every step of the way. 
 
We appreciated that you constantly communicated with us regarding next steps throughout the process, made 
numerous onsite visits to supervise the installation, and ensured the gas company put in the new meter and 
pressure valve and that everything was done to code. The subcontractors were professional and knowledgeable, 
everything went well.  Upon final inspection, the County Inspector commented “this was a beautiful job.”  That 
positive statement validated why we selected MAX Energy Systems for our back-up power needs. 
 
You provided a great maintenance agreement, and we completed the deal just before Super Storm Sandy roared 
into our area.  Less than 15 seconds after we lost power, the entire home went back online and we had full 
power for the four days that the rest of the neighborhood had none.  The generator was extremely quiet and we 
were very pleased with its performance.  When the generator self-tests every Saturday morning, we are assured 
that we are ready for the next storm.  
 
You and MAX Energy Systems did an incredible job and took on all the tasks - we felt confident about our 
decision throughout the project.   
 
To anyone interested in installing a backup generator, call MAX Energy and talk to Bill.  They are the best.  
Beware of HVAC firms that do generators - they don't have the same level of knowledge. This is a complex 
process, but this is all MAX Energy does and they do it very well.  Bill Uhr and team are the absolute best. 
 
Thanks again, Bill, for a terrific job, we are very satisfied. 
 
Best regards, 
 
 
John Coy and Raymond Houck 
Falls Church, Virginia 


